George Steuber Papers

The George Steuber papers is a partially open, processed collection of paper material collected by Mr. Steuber while he was involved in several U.S. Army operations.

The material is organized in three boxes by country of the operation (Cambodia, Somalia, Haiti) if the folders were labeled by Mr. Steuber, the title of the folder was retained. The folders containing the Haiti material were regrouped into a loose subject arrangement, maintaining the original folder labeling.

Most of the material is declassified, some is restricted because of classification. Other materials cannot be reproduced because of privacy act considerations. Consult the archivist for more detailed information.

COLLECTION DESCRIPTION

The smallest collection is of material on Cambodia, gathered during a tour as United Nations Military Liaison Officer with the United Nations Advanced Mission in Cambodia in 1992. Then MAJ Steuber was also the Force Commander’s Personal Representative in Kampong Thom Province with the United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC) The material was collected to help prepare U.S. military personnel for future assignments to UNTAC.

The second collection relates to U.S. Army operations in Somalia from October 1993 to January 1994. The material was acquired after the redeployment of Joint Task Force Somalia Headquarters elements from the 10th Mountain Division (light).

The largest collection is of material from Operations Uphold Democracy and Maintain Democracy, U.S. Army operations in Haiti in 1994-1995. A large portion of this material deals with the operation of multinational forces in Haiti.

The material on Haiti and Somalia were collected to document the participation of the 10th Mountain Division Artillery personnel and units in operations other than war. The material was donated to the Combat Studies Institute at Fort Leavenworth in 1998. The Combat Studies Institute subsequently transferred the materials to the Combined Arms Research Library for processing and storage.

Box 1 Contents:

CAMBODIA

- Declassification instructions
- UNAMIC and UNTAC documents
- MFR on repatriation operations 11 March 1992, background info on ASEAN & Cambodia
- Circulation file-MAJ G. Steuber
- KPNLAF Info

**SOMALIA**

- Declassification instructions
- #1 FRAGO to JTF Somalia OPLAN 002 (undated)
- #2 Withdrawal schedule (15 Jan 1994)
- #3 CIA information report (illegible) 18 Jan 1994
- #4 Briefing-Concept of Operations for Naval Forces support of Somalia Withdrawal
- #5 Briefing-Operation JOC Jump (redeployment) (No date)
- #6 Serious incident reports Dec 1993, ROE May 1993
- #7 Salute reports (SPOT reports) 10 Nov 1993-1 Jan 1994
- #8 A 3/15th Infantry manifest and deployment information
- #9 Rules of Engagement, General Order 1-Prohibited activities, Check point tactics
- #10 MG Montgomery policy letter to troops, Jan 1994, TOE for sniper teams 14 Jan 1994
- #11 Plans from 4-64 Armor, Lunar & solar data, Memo for 3/15 Armor on Bradley vehicles, Information on Somali weapons, info on bug repellant, 10th Mtn Div Lessons learned briefing.
- #12 Somali Language card, A 3/15 Training Calendars
- #13 OPORD 94-2 annexes A,D,G,H, FRAGOS, Target list work sheets, info on local contract workers.
- #14 Training guidance OPORD 12-B (Operation OK Corral), FRAGO (Operation Shock Wave)
- #15 OPORD 1-94 (Continue Hope), Intel Report 14 March 1994, Recommendations for award of CIB and CMB.

**HAITI**

Declassification instructions

**Plans**

- Operation Plans 94-2, Operation Maintain Democracy

**Box 2 Contents:**

**HAITI (con’t)**

**Historical files**
• Historical Files-ARFOR Functions-Briefing METL assessment predeployment, DOD IG
• Historical Files ARFOR Functions-Memos, Pre-invasion messages Sept. 1994
• Historical Files ARFOR Functions- Predeployment Info 10th MTN Sep 94
• Historical Files-Task Force Mountain-ANFOR Brief
• Historical Files-Mission briefing JTF 190, ROE, Terrain management, Media list.

Multinational force and coalition forces

• SOCLANT-info on Haiti and Bangladesh, info relating to Bangladeshi participation in Uphold Democracy.
• Bangladesh Battalion Operations
• Bangladesh Battalion Patrol Reports
• Ban Bat Sitreps 4 Dec 1994. (Bangladeshi Battalion Situation Reports)
• BAN BAT incident reports (Bangladeshi Battalion incident reports)
• Bangladeshi battalions participation (memos, messages)
• 21 Nov Port Incident (CID report) Incidents involving Bangladeshi soldiers
• Guatemalan MNF
• CARICOM
• CARICOM-FRAGO 171 to BCT 2-10 OPORD 94-2, message, organization of CARICOM II.
• Proposals and recommendations for second CARICOM battalion to Haiti
• Costa Rica Contingent
• Nepal Bat-(Nepalese Battalion participation-message traffic)
• OER Commendation 9For Bangladeshi Colonel, Guatemalan Commander and CARICOM II Commander
• Multinational Force Suitability Reports, Coalition Operations AAR
• MNF strength report Nov-Dec 1994
• MNF Cartoons, collection of humorous drawings and poems.
• Senior leaders brief/continuity book (Coalition command forces)
• Coalition Support Team Materials

International Police Monitors

• IPM FRAGO updates (International Police Monitors) daily reports, issued equipment lists)
• UN Observations (Primarily International Police monitor stuff-planning)
• GROM-Polish Police Contingent

Weapons Buyback Program

• Memo on Weapons Buyback II
• Weapons destruction

JTF 190
• JTF 190 material-calendars, multinational force integration, International police monitors, weapons buyback program, security measures, briefings.

Security Issues

• Aristide’s return-information and plans
• Port security
• Port-au-Prince port security agenda, 9 January 1995
• Port-au-Prince security agenda- various meetings
• Port security matrix and brief
• Update brief (airfield security)

G-2 Briefings

• G-2 Briefing 7 Oct 1994
• G-2 Briefing 8 Oct 1994
• G-2 Briefing 9 Oct 1994

Box 3 Contents:

HAITI (con’t)

• G-2 Briefing 10 Oct 1994
• G-2 Briefing 11 Oct 1994
• G-2 Briefing 12 Oct 1994
• G-2 Briefing 13 Oct 1994
• G-2 Briefing 14 Oct 1994
• G-2 Briefing 15 Oct 1994
• G-2 Briefing 16 Oct 1994
• G-2 Briefing 17 Oct 1994
• G-2 Briefing 18 Oct 1994
• G-2 Briefing 19 Oct 1994
• G-2 Briefing 20 Oct 1994
• G-2 Briefing 21 Oct 1994
• G-2 Briefing 22 Oct 1994
• G-2 Briefing 23 Oct 1994
• G-2 Briefing 24 Oct 1994

Messages

• Message traffic October 1994

Transition

• USARPAC 25th I.D. Transition briefing
- MSG Directing development of phased rotation plan for 25th ID to exchange with 10th Mtn Div.
- Redeployment, JTF 180.

Miscellaneous

- Cite Soliel-briefing and reports, also Cite Simone reports
- Daily update briefing 22 Nov 1994
- Disposal of ammunitions message, redeployment info, Class V chart, intel support, AAR instructions, linguist requirements, O&E of Fleet Marine Force.
- Draft of articles for *Field Artillery Journal*
- Gang Activities
- MNF briefings, retrograde of MNG, 25th ID visit briefing.
- TF Strike Briefings, DOD memo on repatriations, message on Haitian justice system, memo on traffic tickets.
- TM-9-1005-317-10 (9mm pistol), Military Review article on Haiti
- Vetting the Fad'H